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Many tire manufacturers state that for every 3 PSI below the recommendation, you burn 1 percent more fuel and add 10 percent extra tire wear. 2 You might hear a hissing noise when you remove this piece. Please scroll to the bottom of the page to ask yours.Below are more pages with questions, answers, and information about specific Sanborn air
compressors problems:FAQs (Frequently Asked Questions)Do they still make Sanborn air compressors?In 1994 the company Coleman Powermate bought Sanborn and the Black Max air compressor name. Unfortunately, the Sanborn / Black Max compressor range isn’t sold anymore.If you have any questions regarding Sanborn air compressors, please
leave a comment below, with a photo if applicable, so that someone can help you! You never know when you may experience a flat tire. A tire gauge can tell you how much compressed air your tires need to have added. MAT Holdings, Inc. Remove the cap and put it to the side, but make sure you don’t misplace it. Can’t find an answer? Many air
compressors have gauges that guide you, so you add the correct amount of air. Know the Tire Pressure You need to know how much air pressure must go into the tire. Now, Powermate appears to be offering the Sanborn air compressor brand Black Max again.Then, in late 2017 there was a rumor floating around the internet that Sanborn / MAT
holdings, make the Kobalt brand of air compressor for Lowes, too.Tracking down information on the Sanborn compressor is quite convoluted. MAT Industries, LLC then purchased the Coleman Powermate plant in 2008.MAT Holdings, Inc., is a $600 million privately held company supplying hardware, air compressors and automotive parts and
accessories in North America and worldwide. Most construction vehicles need at least 100 pounds per square inch, or PSI, in each tire. Running the compressor on the wrong circuit can blow the compressor, circuit, or both. Don’t worry as this is perfectly normal. When and How to Use a Mini Excavator How Air Compressors Work: An Animated
Guide How to Prepare a House for Sale How to Build a Greenhouse How To Choose the Best Generator Size for the Job How To Make The Best Mulch For A Vegetable Garden How to Keep Construction Dust Under Control More Categories for Kobalt: Complete parts diagrams, owners manual and maintenance information. Hey! This site is
reader-supported and we earn commissions if you purchase products from retailers after clicking on a link from our site.Sanborn air compressors are reliable and very trusted within the market. Is there anything else you would recommend I do? If so, please add a comment to that question. Here is where you can ask a question about it and find
help.This is the Sanborn air compressors information page allowing owners and users of Sanborn, Black Max, or Powermate air compressors an online location to ask questions relating to their Sanborn air compressor operation or problems as well as to provide each other advice if they can.Note, we also have a page dedicated to Coleman Powermate
Air Compressors which you can visit here.Sanborn Air Compressors ManualsThe following Sanborn manual and parts lists are courtesy of site visitors that took their time to scan and send or email their electronic copy of Sanborn air compressor information to me for adding below.If you have a digital file of any Sanborn, Powermate, or Black Max
compressors, and would like me to make it available to all, please contact me for directions. Once you turn on the compressor, you will hear the compressor motor begin to work. If you are seeking information about support for your Sanborn compressor, you could try contacting them at www.powermate.com to see if they can help.Have an issue with
your Sanborn air compressor? Check the vehicle’s owner’s manual for the proper tire pressure amount. You can easily use an air compressor and a few simple tools to inflate the flat tire. Maintaining correct tire pressure affects a tire’s wear and improves its performance. Their brand of compressor then was the Black Max air compressor. Try to
situate the compressor near the flat tire since you cannot move the vehicle. Avoid using the PSI number found on the tire’s sidewall since that expresses the maximum amount of pressure. Portable units have tires, so you can easily move them around. A smaller air compressor tank keeps the pressure between 100 to 150 PSI. Get the Tire Ready Each
tire should have a stem cap screwed to the top of the valve stem. Make sure you’re using outlets with the correct voltage for the compressor. Hot tires show higher air pressure when you use the tire gauge. When filling up the tires, try to do so when they’re cold. Digital inflators are another option, and they give you a more accurate reading. This
page will provide you with as much relevant information as possible, where you can seek help, download manuals, and navigate existing problems and solutions available on this site.Table of ContentsSanborn air compressors were manufactured originally by the Sanborn Manufacturing Company in Springfield, Minnesota. Avoid walking away from the
compressor while it is running, as you don’t want the tires to overinflate. Avoid removing the cap until you’re ready to use the compressor. Cold temperatures can give you a more accurate reading. If you get a flat tire while driving, wait about 30 minutes for the tire to cool. Continue Shopping No Thanks, Continue with $5.00 Low Order Fee Just got a
new craftsman air compressor (33 gal). The exact amount might vary depending upon the axle load, number of tires per axle, and weather. Put the stem cap back on the valve. Attach the air hose to the compressor and include the quick coupler at the end. You need this information to know what type of air compressor to get. Heat is harmful to tires
and can cause damage to the steel cords inside. Smaller units have a two-prong plug, while medium and larger compressors may need a three-prong plug. Luckily, you can easily inflate almost any tire at your job site if you have an air compressor. Depending upon how flat the tire is, filling the tire up with air may take some time. If you put too much
air into tires, you can experience performance and handling issues. If you accidentally add too much air, push down on the tire gauge to release some of the air. Detach the Hose While filing up the tire, check the tire pressure occasionally. This fastener lets you push air into the valve stem. By following a few simple tips, you can get back on the road
in no time. When you have the right amount of air, remove the hose from the compressor. Most digital inflators automatically monitor the pressure and shut off when the desired pressure is reached. Read on to learn how to use an air compressor on your flat tire. Secure the hose to the valve stem and turn on the machine. It can happen to anyone at
the most inconvenient time. I have read that it is important to "break in" the unit by running it with the pressurized chamber open (so that there is no load on the motor). If there’s a safety position on the nozzle, make sure that you activate it. Some inflators even turn off automatically when the desired air pressure is reached. Need a little help from
other Sanborn air compressors owners? After some years Sanborn Manufacturing was acquired by Coleman Powermate, Inc.Subsequently, the Black Max air compressor line was discontinued as the original Sanborn brand.The Black Max then became the Powermate brand of air compressor. Click here for owners manuals There are no products
available in this category. If you don’t put enough air into the tires, they can experience extra friction that raises the rubber’s temperature. Turn on the Air Compressor Typical air compressors run on electrical power. How long do I do leave it running in this state? Plug in the air compressor to let it accumulate with air. is currently headquartered in
Lincolnshire, Ill.According to www.nujournal.comYou can get more information about MAT industries by visiting their site: www.matholdingsinc.com. If you are unlucky enough to experience a flat tire, don’t worry. If this is not an option, inflate the tires to 3 PSI over the recommended amount. Thank you!Sanborn Air Compressor Parts on
AmazonSome Sanborn air compressor parts are readily available on Amazon, like this regulator manifold repair kit.A Sanborn pressure switch is suitable for pressures in the range of 95 – 125 psi and also has a four-port unloader valve.Sanborn Compressor Troubleshooting, Problems & FixesIf you could take a moment to scan the existing questions
and answers below you may find an answer to your questions already there.Can you provide advice for any of them? When the cap is off the valve, even if it’s just for a minute, some of the leftover air could escape. Related Posts How to Use an Aerial Lift to Make Your Next Client Video Remarkable How to Dig a Trench Really Fast What Size
Telehandler Do I Need?
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